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Abstract 
 
Human error has been a key factor in grounding- and collision incidents in the past and                

continues to present a challenge to the maritime industry in the present day. The feasibility of                

a pilot framework for Bridge Resource Management (BRM) training lies at the heart of this               

study, its objective being to gauge the possibility of the construction of such a model. The                

result is thought to open up for further research and highlight the most relevant and effective                

BRM tools that can be used, by the bridge team, to prevent collision and grounding. The study                 

was carried out in two stages. Firstly, four key personnel within the shipping industry were               

interviewed. These respondents were tasked with prioritising what they regarded as the most             

effective BRM tools. Secondly, the effectiveness of these tools was tested on marine incident              

cases. A document analysis was carried out on six collision and grounding cases, as              

investigated by the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB). The majority of the            

respondents were in agreement regarding which three BRM tools they regarded as the most              

relevant and effective. The result from the interviews was repeated in the result from the               

document analysis. The conclusions that were drawn are that: it is possible to construct a               

pilot framework for BRM training and it is also possible to measure the effectiveness of the                

BRM tools. Additionally, suggestions for further research that arose from this thesis pertain to              

the study of the relationship between different BRM tools.  
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Abstrakt 

 

Den mänskliga faktorn har varit en nyckelorsak till olyckor där fartyg gått på grund eller               
kolliderat, och är än idag en utmaning för sjöfartsbranschen. Kärnan i denna studie är att               
undersöka om det är genomförbart att konstruera en pilot-ram för Bridge Resource            
Management (BRM) -träning. Syftet är att bedöma möjligheten att bygga en sådan modell.             
Resultatet tros öppna för ytterligare forskning och belysa de mest relevanta och effektiva             
BRM-verktygen, som bryggteam bör ta till sig, för att minska risken för att sätta fartyg på                
grund eller kollidera. Studien genomfördes i två steg. I det första steget intervjuades fyra              
nyckelpersoner inom sjöfartsbranschen. Dessa respondenter fick i uppdrag att prioritera vad           
de betraktade som de mest effektiva BRM-verktygen. I det andra steget testades effektiviteten             
av dessa verktyg på ett antal haverirapporter. En dokumentanalys utfördes på sex            
haverirapporter där fartyg antingen gått på grund eller kolliderat. Samtliga fall undersökts av             
Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB). Majoriteten av respondenterna var överens          
om vilka tre BRM-verktyg de ansåg var de mest relevanta och effektiva. Resultatet från              
intervjuerna upprepades i resultatet från dokumentanalysen. De slutsatser som drogs är att: det             
är möjligt att konstruera en pilot-ram för BRM-utbildning och det är också möjligt att mäta               
effektiviteten hos BRM-verktygen. Dessutom uppkom förslag till ytterligare forskning från          
denna studie; att studera förhållandet mellan olika BRM-verktyg. 
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Acronyms and Abbreviations 

AB - Able Bodied Seaman 

ARPA - Automatic Radar Plotting Aid 
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Con - In control of the ship's motion 
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1 Introduction 

Human error has been a key factor in a range of ship-related incidents in the past (Gulielmos                 

& Lathouraki 2012, p, 22) and continues to present a challenge to shipping in the present day                 

(JTSB, 2020). Its effects are likely to be felt well into the future (Ibid.). Within this realm of                  

human error study related to shipping, Bridge Resource Management (BRM) has developed            

as a safety tool, and as a practice, in which all available resources, skills, knowledge, and                

experience are used in order to establish safe and efficient navigation at sea (MAIB, 2010,               

p.22). Communication, bridge equipment, route planning, bridge team roles, and bridge           

procedures are all areas that are typically affected by BRM and its primary purpose is to                

reduce incidents caused by human error. BRM has been under development within the             

shipping and maritime industry since 1993 (Swedish Club, 2006), there are today over a              

hundred licensed training centers worldwide that offer BRM courses. Of these, the Swedish             

Club Academy based in Gothenburg, Sweden holds a training program consisting of sixteen             

modules (Swedish Club, 2016) that aim to prepare seagoing personnel for safe navigation on              

board seagoing vessels. These sixteen modules are considered in this thesis, with three of              

them receiving particular focus.  

The Swedish Club´s training modules are termed Maritime Resource Management (MRM),           

which in this thesis are referred to as BRM tools. BRM is today a well-established               

methodology for safety at sea. Marine investigators at the United Kingdom’s government            

agency for the Marine Accident Investigation Branch (MAIB) take BRM into account when             

examining incidents on ships and cases which have been investigated and published by the              

MAIB are referred to in this thesis. The MAIB investigates incidents in the maritime sector               

and works in conjunction with the Department of Transport in the United Kingdom. At the               

present day there is no standardization, but rather guidelines, for BRM in the maritime              

industry, despite the fact that the International Maritime Organization (IMO) recommends           

BRM training (Röttger, Vetter & Kowalski 2016, p.143). One consequence of this could be              

that two ships sailing in the vicinity of each other might not share the same mental model,                 

which could result in differences in decision-making and could lead to grounding or collision.              

One benefit from a standard model for the practice of BRM could therefore be to prevent this                 
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type of situation from developing. One first stage to arrive to a standard model and a                

standardization could be a framework for BRM training.   

As regards previous research in the field, the concept of pilot studies is a well-established               

phenomenon. The Constructing of Shipping Forecasts in English acts as just one example             

(Bocanegra-Valle, 2015). Here, the purpose was to aid linguistics researchers in their            

knowledge acquisition of textual organisation. The study examined shipping forecasts and the            

findings from these forecasts were thought to aid the researchers in their work (Ibid.). Other               

instances of the use of pilot studies within the maritime sphere can be found within the                

offshore wind energy, see for example (Ohlson, 2013). The construction of pilot models, it              

seems, offers a step in the construction of new knowledge, and the more complex the model                

is, the more it reflects in reality (Ejvegård 2009, p.42). 

The concept of this particular pilot framework is to enable future research to continue in order                

to arrive at a standard framework for the practice of BRM in the maritime industry. One                

method to do this could be to study further the BRM tools. Another might be to test the BRM                   

tools on marine incidents other than collision and groundings, and whilst this thesis focuses              

on passenger ships, yet another focus could be on, for example, tankers. Testing the BRM               

tools could also be done by utilising a different source for the document analysis. The bottom                

line remains that the standard framework presented might be used for the purpose of effective               

BRM training and studies that move towards a standard model for bridge resource             

management.  

The objective of this thesis is to investigate if a pilot framework can be constructed for Bridge                 

Resource Management (BRM) training. This is based on a series of interviews with key              

personnel presently working within the shipping industry and relating these BRM related            

findings to marine incidents reported by the MAIB. The questions arising from the objective              

and which have been posed in order to shed light on it are the following:  

- can categories be constructed as a basis for a BRM-framework?  

- if so, how effective would such categories be? 
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2. Methodology 

Four respondents from different sectors of the maritime industry were tasked with choosing             

three out of the sixteen MRM modules that are presented by the Swedish Club (2016). These                

categories were chosen on the basis that they were regarded the most effective BRM tools that                

could be used to prevent grounding and collision incidents. The choice of three tools              

constituted stage one in this thesis and will be complement by a document analysis that will                

test the BRM tools. The delimitation in this thesis enables the maritime industry to focus on                

the most relevant tools in order to prevent such incidents. See figure 1 below.  

 

Figure 1 MRM modules from which the three most effective BRM tools were chosen: ‘the BRM tools’  

The MAIB cases that were selected involve ro-pax and cruising ships involved in collision              

and grounding incidents between the years 2010 and 2020 as this time frame seemed              

manageable for this study. This delimitation resulted in six cases, see figure 2 below. The               
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BRM tools were tested on these six cases. This is stage two of the study and will, if possible,                   

show if a pilot framework could be constructed for BRM training. The BRM tools in this                

thesis are tested on passenger ships involved in collision or grounding. Passenger ships were              

chosen because the safety level increases with more people onboard. Grounding and collision             

were chosen due to the fact that these are the two common marine incidents that have the                 

potential to result in the loss of human lives (Gulielmos & Lathouraki 2012, p, 22).  

 

Figure 2. MAIB cases involving grounding and collision between the years 2010-2020: ‘the MAIB cases’  

2.1 Interview 

Swedish Club Academy is part of the Swedish Club which is a marine insurance company               

based in Gothenburg, Sweden. Their focus is on human factor training for officers (Swedish              

Club, 2020). The MRM modules found in their training program are based on and meet the                

requirements in STCW Table A-II/1 and Table A-II/2 (IMO. 2010. Pp.30, 35). Personnel             

were selected from the shipping industry for interview in order to focus on the three most                

relevant MRM modules that can be used as BRM tools. As one limitation of this study was                 

the available time frame, four key personnel in senior positions were chosen for this section.               

The respondents long careers in the shipping industry together with their experience with             

BRM was thought to compensate for the limited number of respondents.  

First, the respondents received a letter by email. The letter contained general information             

about the interview. The interview was carried out by means of telephone and notes were               

taken simultaneously by the interviewer, this taking of notes rather than recording the             
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interviews regarded as less inhibitory for the respondents. It was thought that the respondents              

would be more likely to speak openly when this method was used (see, for example Ejvegård                

2009, pp.51-52). Another advantage of purely taking notes is that the interviewer’s actions in              

doing so are accepted (Ibid.). The interview was based upon the posing of three central               

questions; 

- Question 1: If you had to choose three out of the sixteen MRM modules that you                

consider to be the most effective BRM tools to enhance safety in the bridge team,               

which three would you choose? 

- Question 2: Can you prioritize the three modules you choose in the first question?  

- Question 3: Can you motivate why each one of the three modules is the most effective                

one? 

The first two questions could be regarded as quantitative questions which resulted in stage              

one of the standard pilot model, which is to focus on the three most relevant BRM tools. The                  

last question was an open question which gave the respondents the opportunity to motivate              

how they answered the first two questions. The purpose of the last question was to better                

understand how the respondents chose to prioritise the three different BRM tools. The three              

questions together were considered sufficient in this study, the inclusion of additional            

questions regarded as superfluous without providing added value to the objective.  

2.2 Document Analysis 

Document analysis is a method that focuses on context and structure (Holme 1997, p.78). The               

structure is necessary in order to collect and, if possible, categorize any relevant information.              

If there is context then it will be easier to analyze the information and if possible draw                 

conclusions. In addition, the source of information in this thesis is reliable and able to provide                

a large quantity of relevant information. For example, the MAIB´s investigators examine            

human and organisational factors when determining what caused a marine incident (Kum &             

Sahin 2015, p28). A crucial factor for a successful outcome when using this method is to find                 

reliable sources (Bell & Waters 2016, p.139). One example of MAIB´s reliability is its lack of                

a profit-making purpose. Another reason is that MAIB´s work has been accepted in research              
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before (Kum & Sahin 2015, pp.206, 220). MAIB results have been used in human factor               

research specifically, for example regarding human error in marine accidents (Gulielmos &            

Lathouraki 2012, p, 22).  

BRM relevant information from within the different collision and grounding cases, if such             

information was available was sought and documented, see appendix 2. The information was             

divided into categories. These categories were then established if an adequate amount BRM             

related findings was found in the different cases used in this thesis.  

A structured method for data collection was carried out which aimed to establish the pilot               

framework for BRM training. The BRM tools which were chosen by the respondents was              

used as a basis. Each module can be broken down into smaller parts, for example,               

Communication and Briefings can be broken down to closed loop, briefings, and debriefings,             

change of watch briefings and senses & mind (Swedish Club 2020). For example, if the               

investigators stated that no arrival-briefing were held, then it was considered in this thesis              

because it did reflect Swedish club´s MRM modules and therefore also the opinion of the               

respondents.  

The data from each one of the cases was collected from three different parts of the MAIB                 

cases. Firstly, data was collected, as described above, from the part of the case that declares                

the events leading up to the incident. Secondly, from the post-incident events and lastly, the               

parts of each case were conclusions are declared by the investigator. However, in this last               

part, the total number of factors leading to the incident were also published. The reason for                

this was so that one can see how relevant those factors related to the BRM-tools are.                

Furthermore, in those cases where more than one vessel was involved in a collision, data was                

taken from the vessel which was part of the delimitation (passenger vessel). The document              

analysis is stage two in this study. It tested stage one and a resulted in a pilot framework BRM                   

training.  
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3 Theory  

The theoretical component consists of recommendations and guidelines by IMO and STCW 

regarding BRM training and a summary of the Swedish club´s MRM modules. Additionally, 

previous research on human- and organizational error regarding collision- and grounding, 

benefits of MRM training and non-technical skills for bridge officers.  

 3.1 Legislation  

Safety at sea is regulated by IMO. IMO is an agency within the United Nations. IMO also has                  

other responsibilities within the maritime industry such as security and the prevention of             

marine pollution (IMO 2020). After RMS Titanic sank in the North Atlantic Ocean, a new               

convention, the International Convention of Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS), was formed.             

SOLAS regulates ship construction, equipment and the operation of vessels from a safety             

point of view (IMO 2020). International Safety Management code (ISM-code) is a regulation             

in the SOLAS Convention that concerns the safe operation of the ship. It was formed in the                 

end of the 1980s due to concerns regarding poor management in the shipping industry and               

touches the impact of the human element in the safe operation of ships (IMO 2020). Another                

part of IMO is the International Convention on standards of Training (STCW). The main              

purpose of the STCW convention is to certify watch keepers and set a minimum required               

standard for watch keepers. A change to the STCW code called Manila Amendments was              

made 2010 and came into force 2012. Manila Amendments sets a minimum requirement for              

BRM training in order for watch keepers to maintain a safe navigational watch. This training               

should lead to an understanding of BRM principles (Waldebjer, p.8).  

3.2 MRM Training  

A major factor for many marine incidents are caused by human factors, such as poor 

communication or coordination, rather than factors of a technical type (Swedish club 2016). 

BRM training aims to train watch keepers to minimize the risk of such incidents to arise. 
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MRM training, however, takes it one step further as their modules also aims to train personnel 

other than deck officers within a shipping company. The Swedish Club´s objective regarding 

this extension is to establish a uniform safety culture within a shipping company (Swedish 

Club 2016).  

The MRM training content consists of sixteen training modules that aims to ensure that the               

daily operation on ships, and ashore, are supported by a healthy resource management.             

Following categories are utilised to accomplish this MRM culture. Situational awareness,           

explains the importance of situational awareness, and the relation between situational           

awareness and decision making. It also states the three levels of situational awareness and              

which factors that affects it. Attitudes and management skills, contain the concept of common              

Terminology, the hazardous- and safe thoughts and the human nature. Cultural awareness,            

cultural differences are explained and the importance of being open minded. Additionally, this             

module also discuss the importance of not stereotyping people. Communication and briefings,            

in this module the practice of safe and efficient communication is explained and how to               

conduct briefings and debriefings. Challenge and response, is described as an environment            

where everyone can feel comfortable to question assumptions and actions and receive a             

positive response when doing so. Short term strategy, this practical, team oriented, method for              

coping with abnormal and emergency situations is explained. Authority and assertiveness,           

individuals can have different levels of authority or assertiveness, this module explains how             

individuals with different levels interact with each other, and also which combinations that are              

the most dangerous. Management styles, different leader-style types are defined in this            

module. This module also focus on how to identify the different styles and how to cope with                 

them. Work load, how to manage the workload is discussed in this module. Furthermore, the               

risk of high and low workload is also explained. State of the ship, how crew members’ state of                  

mind affects the state of the ship is discussed. Furthermore, underlying reasons for the state of                

minds of the crew are discussed. Human involvement in error, the importance of learning              

from human error is discussed in this module as well as the underlying factors for human                

error. Judgement and decision making, the process of decision making is explained in this              

module. Hidden pressure is one important factor that may have a negative impact on decision               
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making, this is also explained together with other factors which also affect decision making.              

Leadership in emergencies, how to choose the right leadership type to cope with emergencies              

is discussed as well as how to deal with emergencies. Crisis and crowd management, this               

module covers how different people may react to an emergency, both physically and mentally.              

It does also explain how to conduct debriefings with the aim to deal with personal crises.                

Automation awareness, this module discusses the dangers and limitations of automation and            

how to work in an automated environment. Working with pilot and VTS, this module              

discusses how the bridge team may change after the pilot boards the ship and what               

consequences it might have. This module also explains how to safely introduce the pilot to the                

team and how to work with VTS.  

 3.3 Previous Research  

In 2011, a year after the Manila Amendments, an investigation was carried out to determine if                

there was a correlation between MRM training and low insurance claims (Waldebjer, p.2).             

Questionnaires were sent to ship owners insured by the Swedish Club, ship owners who had               

implemented MRM had fewer insurance claims (Ibid, p.32). The study shows that MRM             

training lead to higher safety awareness, good communication, better cultural awareness and            

more confident employees (Ibid, p.37).  

An article published in the Journal of Maritime Affairs 2018 also investigated the impact              

resource management have on the maritime industry. What non-technical skills to have and             

how get it is in the scope of this article (Wahl & Kongsvik, p1). The article is based on a                    

literature review of recent research on Crew Resource Management (CRM). The result shows             

five categories that should be trained: assertiveness, decision making, communication,          

situational awareness and team coordination. The paper also suggest that the CRM training,             

which originates from the aviation industry, needs to be adjusted to the maritime industry              

(Wahl & Kongsvik, p1). 

Another study touching the subject of human- and organizational error aims to identify the              

most common ones in grounding- and collision incidents. In this study thirty accident cases              

investigated by the Australian Transport Safety Bureau were approached with a structured and             
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exploratory analytical method (Macrae, p.1). The result shows that passage planning was a             

common factor to both grounding- and collision cases. It the case of grounding, poor              

communication and low positional awareness was two factors which were common.           

Furthermore, regarding collision, another common factor was that the bridge team was            

unaware of the other vessels speed (Macrae, p.1) 
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4 Results 

4.1 Interview 

The interviews carried out (see Appendix 1), showed the following:  

- three out of four respondents chose situational awareness as most relevant BRM tool; 

- one of the respondents chose communication & briefing as the most relevant tool;  

- one of the respondents chose communication & briefing as second most important            

tool;  

- two of the respondents choose challenge & response as the second most important             

tool.  

This resulted in the three categories below classified as stage one, see figure 3.  

I - Situational Awareness  

II - Communication & Briefing  

III - Challenge & Response  

                                          Figure 3. The BRM tool. Stage one.  

To have good situational awareness in navigation means that the bridge team is able to collect                

all necessary information, with all available means, and then evaluate this information in             

order to project events so that appropriate actions can be taken to avoid an incident from                

arising (Swedish Club, 2020). Training, communication, information sharing within the          

bridge team are some key factors to obtain a good situational awareness (Swedish Club,              

2020). Communication & Briefing in MRM defines how efficient and safe communication is             

used within the bridge team, closed loop communication, briefings, and debriefings are some             

of the tools that can be used to achieve good communication (Swedish Club, 2020). The               

purpose of the BRM tool challenge & response is to create a supportive environment on the                

bridge where assumptions and actions can be challenged by anyone in the bridge team. The               

response to a challenge should therefore be positive (Swedish Club, 2020).  
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The respondents reasoned as follows. Firstly, regarding situational awareness. Respondent 1           

chosen situational awareness as low situational awareness equals human error. Respondent 2            

explained that situational awareness has a great influence on how we make decisions and on a                

later stage how we carry out those decisions. Situational awareness can, according to             

respondent 2, be broken down into three parts: Perception, comprehension, and projection.            

Respondent 3 also pointed out the importance of these three parts and declared that situational               

awareness is the most important property of any bridge officer. Respondent 4 explained that              

low situational awareness has been a key factor in many accidents at sea and that it is                 

important that bridge officers understand when and how everything should be done.  

Secondly, as regards communication and briefing. Respondent 1 explained that briefings are a 

must in order for the bridge team to understand what is going to happen. Furthermore, good 

communication is important so that everyone in the team understands what is happening 

during the operation. Respondent 2 did indeed agree with respondent 1 and pointed out 

briefing and closed-loop as two great tools the bridge team could use in order to communicate 

well. Respondent 3 also thought briefings and closed-loop communication are two great tools, 

however, closed-loop should not always be used, and sometimes body language might be a 

better way of communicating according to respondent 3. Respondent 4 explained that good 

communication is necessary to spot mistakes. Respondent 4 also thought it is the foundation 

for the practice of challenge and response.  

Thirdly, with reference to challenge and response. Respondent 1 mentioned that a culture that 

creates an environment where it is allowed to give and take challenge and response enables 

great teamwork instead of a “one-man show”. Respondent 2 explained that challenge and 

response is closely linked to the other two BRM tools and therefore important. Respondent 

3´s opinion was that challenge and response will enable a shared mental model. Lastly, 

respondent 4 thought everyone in the bridge team should feel comfortable when giving a 

challenge, which includes the lookout. Respondent 4 also thought that challenge and response 

is effective as mistakes can be spotted and corrected before it is too late.  
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4.2 Document Analysis 

The effectiveness of stage one was then tested on six MAIB cases (passenger vessels involved               

in collision or grounding), see Annex 1. Data have been collected from these cases in order to                 

see how relevant the BRM tools are and how strong the categories from the interviews are.  

To begin with, the majority of the total amount of MAIB findings are touched on by the three                  

BRM tools. The MAIB investigators point out factors related to stage one in each one of the                 

six cases. Those factors did according to MAIB directly or indirectly lead to a grounding or                

collision. Furthermore, almost half of those factors directly contributing to the incidents are             

relevant to the BRM tools. It becomes clear which BRM tool from stage one the investigators                

found to be the most relevant, see figure 3 below.  

The most effective tool according to this analysis is situational awareness, a quarter of the               

findings directly contributing to incidents were due to low situational awareness. This can be              

compared to communication & briefing were investigators found factors directly contributing           

to incidents to be half of that. Lastly, The MAIB investigators only point out one occasion                

when the practice of challenge & response had such significant importance that it was              

considered to be a factor directly contributing to either a grounding or collision. Stage two in                

this thesis represents the result of this document analysis and is shown in figure 4, below.  

 

Figure 4. The result of the document analysis. Stage two.  
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Interesting points brought up within the document analysis are as follows. Firstly, it was 

interesting to find the importance route planning had in order to establish a good situational 

awareness. For example, the situational awareness became insufficient as soon as the master 

deviated from the passage plan onboard the passenger vessel Hamburg (MAIB 2016, p.20, 

21). This was also the case on board the Ro-Ro ferry Commodore Clipper were the passage 

plan lacked important details regarding the safe water available to the ship (MAIB 2015, 

p.37). One important part of situational awareness, as mentioned before in this thesis, is 

perception. A detailed passage plan will aid to gain perception. In the case with the Ropax 

ferry Stena Alegra such details were missing (MAIB 2014, p.10).  

Secondly, the MAIB investigators point out the lack of briefing as a contributing factor to 

either grounding or collision in three out of the six cases. For example, important information 

regarding bridge team roles was missed onboard the ferry Stena Feronia (MAIB 2012, p.34). 

Another interesting point is the lack of external communication. The VHF was, for example, 

never used in order to communicate with the fishing vessel that the ro-ro passenger vessel 

Scottish Viking collided with (MAIB 2011, p.11). Onboard the passenger vessel Hamburg it 

took seven minutes to answer a THA marine deputy who wanted to give important advice 

(MAIB 2016, p.13). Additionally, onboard the ferry Stena Feronia information relevant for 

decision making was missed because the bridge team did not use the ship´s VHF to establish 

contact with other vessels (MAIB 2012, p.34) 

Thirdly, The MAIB investigators did find several opportunities for the practice of challenge 

and response in all of the six cases. One interesting fact that arises from this analysis is that 

the master in many cases did not receive a challenge when it was appropriate. A total of 

eleven opportunities to challenge the master was found in the six cases. The only MAIB case 

where such an opportunity was not found was in the MAIB case regarding the ro-ro passenger 

vessel Scottish Viking. However, it might be worth noticing that the master was not present on 

the bridge in this case (MAIB 2011, p.1). One example when the master should have been 

challenged was onboard the passenger vessel Hamburg when the master decided to deviate 

from the passage plan, his deviation directly contributed to the grounding (MAIB 2016, p.6). 

Onboard the ro-ro ferry commodore clipper a challenge to the master should have been given 
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before the ship casted off as the passage plan was not made according to the ship´s SMS 

(MAIB 2015, p.45).  

Finally, more than one of the respondents points out that there is a relationship between the 

different BRM tools. This becomes clear in this document analysis as there are many 

examples of it. Briefings, for example, there are suggestions that situational awareness could 

have been higher if a briefing was conducted onboard the passenger vessel Hamburg (MAIB 

2016, p.36). Furthermore, on board the ro-ro ferry Commodore Clipper the bridge team 

member´s ability to challenge the master was restricted because no briefing was held (MAIB 

2015, p.45). The link between the practice of challenge and response and situational 

awareness is also well represented in this analysis. As mentioned before, to create a detailed 

passage plan and follow it will enhance the situational awareness within the bridge team. The 

likeness to comply with the passage plan might, therefore, be higher if bridge team members 

would challenge any deviation from such a plan. One example of this was on board ro-ro ferry 

Commodore Clipper were the passage plan was not properly done. A challenge might have 

triggered the master not to sail until the passage plan was proper (MAIB 2015, p.45). Such a 

challenge would hence have a positive effect on the situational awareness.  
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5 Discussion  

5.1 Result discussion  

To begin with, when collecting data from the different MAIB cases the BRM relevant              

findings were not always well defined. The conclusions and reliability of this thesis would              

have been stronger if MAIB investigators could be more precise in this regard. However, the               

test of the three different BRM tools, chosen by the respondents, still show their effectiveness.               

For example, the majority of the findings directly contributing to incidents in the MAIB cases               

concerns situational awareness. This is well reflected by the opinion of the respondents.             

Furthermore, close to three quarters of the respondents choose this BRM tool as the most               

effective to prevent collision and grounding. The majority of the respondents chose            

communication and briefings as the second most relevant BRM tool, this was also well              

reflected in the document analysis. Furthermore, there was only one occasion in the six MAIB               

cases were the lack of challenge and response could have directly contributing to a grounding               

or collision. However, fourteen occasions are identified in the document analysis were the             

lack of this practice not directly contributing to the groundings and collisions.  

Previous research does indeed support some of the results in this thesis. To begin with,               

Walebjer (2011) stats that ship owners who implemented MRM training had fewer insurance             

claims, and that the MRM training lead to higher safety awareness, more confident employees              

and better communication. Additionally, the article on crew resource management training in            

the maritime industry, points out five main categories that are extra important. Situational             

awareness and communication are two of those five categories (Wahl & Kongsvik, p1).             

Lastly, another study shows that poor communication and low positional awareness were key             

factors to grounding- and collision incidents (Macrae, p.1). Poor communication is           

highlighted in all three studies regrading previous research.  

5.2 Methodology discussion 

Any uncertainties regarding the interviews may be due to the fact that no recordings were               

carried out, relevant information for this thesis or future research might, therefore, have been              
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missed. However, conducting interviews by the means of telephone has some key advantages,             

it is, for example, both time- and cost-effective (Block & Erskine, p.430). Another advantage              

in this thesis was the fact that the distance to the respondents was irrelevant. One example of                 

this was when respondent 2 was interviewed, respondent 2´s position was at the time of the                

interview in Asia while the interviewer conducted the interview from Sweden.  

As regards the document analysis, the method was chosen due to the availability of a reliable                

source that could provide an adequate amount of material to work with. All of MAIB´s               

reports studied in this thesis followed the same structure which made the process of collecting               

data effective and consistent. Additionally, it was thought to be a good option to complement               

the interview results with this method in order to establish strong conclusions. There are              

disadvantages with a document analysis, for example, insufficient details (Bowen, 2009 p.31).            

The MAIB reports are in general detailed, however, they do not always define the BRM tools                

in a detailed manner.  
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6 Conclusion  

The purpose of this thesis was to examine if a standard pilot model for the practice of BRM                  

could be constructed. This was done in two stages. The purpose of the first stage was to find                  

out if any categories could be established as a basis for this model. The purpose of stage two                  

was to test the categories in order to see how effective there were. 

The main findings in this thesis are as follows. To begin with, the respondents were in                

agreement regarding which three MRM modules they consider to be the most effective BRM              

tools. Additionally, three out of four respondents choose situational awareness as the            

strongest BRM tool for the purpose of preventing collision and grounding, this enabled the              

construction of categories. Furthermore, the document analysis reflects how the respondents           

chose to prioritize the importance of each BRM tool. The document analysis could, therefore,              

measure the effectiveness of each BRM tool. However, the result from the document analysis              

also indicates that the three BRM tools should be tested with another method to further prove                

their effectiveness. Lastly, an interesting finding that arises from this thesis, which may be of               

great interest for future research, is that the BRM tools depend on one and other in order to be                   

fully effective.  

7 Future research 

The focus of this study was on three MRM modules that could be used as BRM tools to                  

prevent grounding and collision. To study additional modules would be interesting in order to              

see how relevant they might be to prevent such incidents. Two of the four respondents pointed                

out that the different modules are linked to one another, one BRM tool might not be as                 

effective without one or the other tools. It could be valuable to know how strongly linked the                 

modules are. Furthermore, an ethnographic study could further prove this thesis, this could,             

for example, be done in ship simulators. Another way to prove this thesis could also be to test                  

the model on the equivalent of MAIB in another state´s maritime administration, for example,              

the Swedish Accident Investigation Authority in Sweden.  
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Appendix 1 - Interviews 

Respondent 1 - Lecturer (nautical), nautical science, Sweden 

Question 1: If you had to choose three out of the fourteen MRM modules that you consider to                  

be the most effective BRM tools to enhance safety in the bridge team, which three would you                 

choose? 

1. Communication and Briefing 

2. Challenge and Response 

3. Situational Awareness 

Question 2: Can you prioritize the three modules you choose in the first question?  

1. Communication and Briefing 

2. Situational Awareness 

3. Challenge and Response 

Question 3: Can you motivate why each one of the three modules is the most effective one? 

1. It's a must so that everyone understands what is happening and what is going to               

happen next. 

2. Bad situational awareness equals human error. 

3. A culture that creates an environment where it is allowed to give and take challenge               

and response enables great teamwork instead of a “one man show” 

 
Respondent 2 - Managing Director, maritime insurance company, Sweden 

Question 1: If you had to choose three out of the fourteen MRM modules that you consider to                  

be the most effective BRM tools to enhance safety in the bridge team, which three would you                 

choose? 

1. Situational Awareness 

2. Communication and Briefing 
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3. Challenge and Response 

Question 2: Can you prioritize the three modules you choose in the first question?  

1. Situational Awareness 

2. Communication and Briefing 

3. Challenge and Response 

Question 3: Can you motivate why each one of the three modules is the most effective one? 

1. The respondent explains that situational awareness will dictate how we make decisions            

and in a later stage carry out those decisions. Situational awareness can be broken              

down to three parts: Perception - The person and team must use all available means               

and senses to decide what is going on, Comprehension - a stage were the mental               

model is built up and were the person or team make sense of the information,               

Projection - the ability to see what is likely to happen next. 

2. The respondent points out that closed-loop communication and briefings are some of            

the great tools to prevent misunderstandings and to establish a shared mental picture,             

this becomes quite important when the pilot joins the bridge team. 

3. Challenge and Response goes hand in hand with situational awareness and           

communication & briefing.  

Respondent 3 - Technical lecturer, nautical science, Sweden 

Question 1: If you had to choose three out of the fourteen MRM modules that you consider to                  

be the most effective BRM tools to enhance safety in the bridge team, which three would you                 

choose? 

1. Situational Awareness 

2. Challenge and Response 

3. Communication and Briefing 

Question 2: Can you prioritize three modules you choose in the first question? 
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1. Situational Awareness 

2. Challenge and Response 

3. Communication and Briefing 

 

Question 3: Can you motivate why each one of the three modules is the most effective one? 

1. Situational Awareness is all about making sense of things and anticipate what is             

coming next. This is the most important property of any bridge team member.  

2. Different members of the bridge team may have a different concept of their             

surroundings, the great thing about Challenge and Response is that the concept will be              

verbalized which gives other team members the change to challenge that concept. This             

will lead to a shared mental model were all bridge team members share the same               

concept. 

3. A briefing is a great tool to create a script for the bridge team, it will enhance the                  

teamwork. Closed loop communication is another great BRM tool but not in all             

situations. It is good for radio communication but not to navigate, body language             

could be a better option. However, it is important to have a system for how to                

communicate. 

Respondent 4 - Captain, cruise ship, Hong Kong  

Question 1: If you had to choose three out of the fourteen MRM modules that you consider to                  

be the most effective BRM tools to enhance safety in the bridge team, which three would you                 

choose? 

1. Situational Awareness 

2. Challenge and Response 

3. Communication and Briefing 

Question 2: Can you prioritize the three modules you chose in the first question three? 

1. Situational Awareness 
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2. Challenge and Response 

3. Communication and Briefing 

Question 3: Can you motivate why each one of the three modules is the most effective one? 

1. A climate were everyone in the bridge team feels involved is needed to obtain a good                

situational awareness. Also, everyone must know when and how everything should be            

done. A low situational awareness has been a common factor in many accidents at sea. 

 

2. Everyone in the Bridge Team, also the lookout, should be comfortable to challenge             

anyone in the bridge team. Challenge is a charged word, it dilutes on personal              

criticism for some individuals, and to use the word probe might be a better option.               

Furthermore, the way one gives a challenge or respond to one is also very important, it                

should not sound arrogant, and a good atmosphere on the bridge is important. One              

way to achieve this is to maintain a healthy buzz on the bridge. A healthy buzz means                 

that the bridge team communicates not only about navigation but also about            

everything between “heaven and earth”. Challenge and Response is a great tool            

because mistakes can be spotted and corrected before it's too late. 

3. Communication is essential in order to spot mistakes, to think out loud is important so               

that other members of the bridge team can understand what the other person´s plan is.               

If that plan is not in line with the rest of the team it can be corrected. To think out loud                     

gives a good foundation for Challenge and Response. Briefing is another important            

part of BRM, the purpose of the briefing is to go through a process and build up a                  

shared mental model. Debriefings can also be beneficial, it gives the team the chance              

to discuss matters that could be improved.  
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Appendix 2 - MAIB Cases 

Case 1: The ro-ro passenger vessel Scottish Viking collided with the fishing vessel Homeland              

4.2 miles off St Abb’s Head in August 2010 (MAIB 2011, p.1). The bridge team manning on                 

Scottish Viking at the time of the collision consisted of one second officer and one lookout. 

Case 2: The passenger vessel Hamburg ran aground on charted rocks close to New Rocks               

buoy in the Sound of Mull, Scotland in May 2015 (MAIB 2016, p.1). The bridge team                

manning on Hamburg at the time of the grounding consisted of the master, one deck cadet,                

one second officer, and one AB. 

Case 3: The ro-ro ferry Commodore Clipper ran aground when she approached St Peter Port,               

Guernsey in July 2014 (MAIB 2015, p.1). The bridge team manning on Commodore Clipper              

at the time of the grounding consisted of the master, the chief officer, one second officer, and                 

one AB. 

Case 4: The ro-ro passenger ferry Hebrides lost control of her portside controllable pitch              

propeller and ran around when she approached Lochmaddy, North Uist, and Scotland in             

September 2016 (MAIB 2017, p.1). The bridge team manning on Hebrides at the time of the                

grounding consisted of the master, one third officer and one QM. 

Case 5: The RoPax ferry Stena Alegra grounded close to Karlskrona, Sweden in October              

2013 (MAIB 2014, p.1). The bridge team manning on Stena Alegra at the time of the                

grounding consisted of the master, one third officer and one AB. 

Case 6: The ferry Stena Feronia collided with the general cargo vessel Union Moon close to                

the harbor limit of Belfast Harbor, Northern Ireland in March 2012 (MAIB 2012, p.1). The               

bridge team manning on Stena Feronia at the time of the grounding consisted of One PEC                

holder, one thied officer, and one AB 
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Data collection MAIB cases 

I - Situational Awareness  

I - The ro-ro passenger vessel Scottish Viking 

To closely monitor and work with the settings of the radar is one factor to obtain situational                 

awareness and understand the traffic situation (Swedish Club, p.16). Several targets were not             

acquired on the ARPA-radar prior to the collision; the investigators found that several             

relevant targets were not acquired on the radar by the second officer between 1907 hours to                

the time of the collision that took place at 1946 hours. This includes three fishing vessels that                 

were sighted on starboard bow, by the second officer, approximately 7 minutes before the              

collision with one of those vessels. Furthermore, no visual bearings were taken to any of those                

three fishing vessels (MAIB 2011, p.5). It was also found in the MAIB report that the second                 

officer did not follow several of the master’s standing orders nor did the master monitored the                

performance of the second officer or verified that his standing orders were followed (MAIB              

2011, p.25). 

I - The passenger vessel Hamburg 

MAIB investigators found that the second officer did not follow orders and standard             

procedures in the case with Scottish Viking. In this case it was the master who failed to                 

comply with the standard procedures onboard: The situational awareness was lost when the             

master decided to deviate from the passage plan without modifying it to the new conditions. If                

a new route with parallel index-lines had been made in accordance with the ship´s SMS               

(MAIB 2016, p.20, 21), then a second way to determine the ship's position would have been                

available to cross-check the ship's position. A detailed passage plan is necessary in order to               

establish a good situational awareness, this was not the case onboard Hamburg (MAIB 2016,              

p.43). Additionally, after the grounding the master deviated from the original plan once more,              

this time regarding where to anchor (MAIB 2016, p.13). Investigators also point out the lack               

of teamwork as another factor that weakened the bridge team´s situational awareness, (MAIB             

2016, p.13) one example of this was when the cadet and second officer made their position                
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fixes. The cadet´s position fix indicated that the ship was on a dangerous course, the second                

officer´s fix did not. When the cadet observed this he did not raise his concern, instead he                 

choose to erase his fix and keep this information to himself (MAIB 2016, p.8).  

I - The ro-ro ferry Commodore Clipper 

In this case, the investigators found that the positional awareness of the team was adequate,               

however, the overall situational awareness was not sufficient due to the bridge team´s             

unawareness of the limit of the safe water available (MAIB 2015, p.44). Just as in the case                 

with Hamburg the bridge team failed to follow the ship´s SMS. A detailed passage plan in                

accordance with the ship´s SMS would have made it clear to the bridge team that they did not                  

have enough water under their keel, the investigation found that this was not the case as the                 

squat effect, survey data and height of tide was not taken into account when planning the                

voyage (MAIB 2015, p.37). 

I - The ro-ro passenger ferry Hebrides 

The situational awareness onboard Hebrides was lost when the master maneuvered the ship             

and the port CPP stopped to work. The master´s reactions after he realized that something was                

wrong indicates that his situational awareness was low. The investigation states that the             

master experienced a startling effect which had a negative influence on his ability to take the                

correct decisions (MAIB 2017, p.26). Stress and panic were other possible factors to the low               

situational awareness of the master. But it was not only the master who had a low situational                 

awareness, neither the bridge team or the ECR team was trained for the situation that occurred                

which made them ineffective and unsure of what to do (MAIB 2017, p.28). It took more than                 

2 minutes before anyone in the bridge team realized that something was wrong with the port                

CPP, and by then the ship was less than 200 m from the pier roundhead making 10 knots over                   

the ground (MAIB 2017, p.25). 
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I - The RoPax ferry Stena Alegra  

Situational awareness can be broken down into three parts. The first part is perception, all               

available means should be used in order to fully understand the situation. If the master had set                 

a swinging circle, on the radar, for the anchorage, then he should have been able to understand                 

that the ship was too close to land (MAIB 2014, p.10). The second part is to comprehend and                  

the third part is to be able to project. The master failed to project how long it would take for                    

the ship to run aground if it started to drag its anchor. Experience is one way to gain                  

situational awareness and the master´s experience on Stena Alegra was limited and so was his               

experience in anchoring Ro-Pax ships in winds extending 40 knots (MAIB 2014, p.8). The              

ship´s crew did not have the information regarding the limitation of the anchoring equipment,              

they were not trained in anchoring in strong winds and had no experience in doing so (MAIB                 

2014, p.8).  

I - The ferry Stena Feronia 

Another way to lose situational awareness is to focus on things not directly related to the safe                 

navigation of the ship, this becomes even more important on departure and arrival. There was               

a passenger complaint onboard Stena Feronia that the master was involved in, the master left               

the bridge in order to deal with the complaint even though the ship was on arrival (MAIB                 

2012, p.6). The master was not back on the bridge until the ship was in immediate danger of                  

colliding (MAIB 2012, p.6). The investigators also found that the bridge team took a decision               

based on assumptions. To make assumptions can be dangerous, one way to gain situational              

awareness is to collect relevant information and make sense of it rather than assume things               

that seems logical. The bridge team onboard Stena Feronia assumed that Union Moon would              

alter course to starboard after the fairway buoy (MAIB 2012, p.31). If Stena Feronia had               

called the Union moon to confirm their assumption new information might have been given to               

the bridge team that could have helped them to take early action in order to prevent the                 

collision.  
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II - Communication & Briefing 

II - The ro-ro passenger vessel Scottish Viking 

To begin with, when Homeland was one mile from Scottish Viking the AB raised his concern                 

to the second officer regarding the crossing situation that were arising, the second officer              

acknowledge and used the autopilot to alter course 10 degrees to port, this happened one               

minute after he acknowledged the AB´s concern. The AB raised his concern once more and               

questioned the second officer’s decision, a 10-degree alteration did not seem sufficient to him.              

The second officer responded by walking to the starboard bridge wing. The second officer and               

the AB then observed a fishing boat just northeast of Homeland, the boat altered course hard                

to port (MAIB 2011, p.5). The second officer then ordered the AB to engage hand steering                

and alter course to port. After that the AB applied a 20-degree rudder angle to port which                 

caused the ship to heel over to starboard. He corrected this quickly by turning the wheel to                 

starboard, a few seconds later the second officer informed the AB that the ship had collided                

(MAIB 2011, p.11). Scottish Viking´s bridge team did not at any time try to establish radio                

communication with the fishing vessel homeland. The only attempt to establish any type of              

contact with Homeland was made by the second officer 18 seconds before the collision when               

he used the ship's whistle, he then sounded one short blast which means “I am altering course                 

to starboard” (MAIB 2011 pp.23, 24). 

II - The passenger vessel Hamburg 

In the case with Scottish Viking a bridge team member did indeed raise his concern, it was                 

however not well received and did therefore not give the desired effect. In this case               

discrepancies discovered by the cadet was not shared with the rest of the bridge team: At                

1321, seven minutes before the grounding took place, the cadet and OOW plotted the ship's               

position. The cadet´s position was rather far from the OOW´s but quite close to the New Rock                 

Shoals. The cadet did not raise his concern to the OOW or anyone else in the bridge team.                  

Instead, the cadet erased his position fix from the chart (MAIB 2016, p.8). Furthermore, the               

communication to the passengers and crew was not sufficient according to the MAIB report.              

Firstly, No general alarm was sounded after the ship´s port bow grounded close to New Rock                
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Shoal buoy. Secondly, an announcement on the PA system was made by the cruise director,               

but only in German (MAIB 2016, p.12). The ship did not get stuck when it grounded and                 

when clear of the ground Hamburg´s course was altered away from the ground and out to                

deeper water. Shortly after this, the master attempted to anchor in the entrance of Tobermory               

Bay. At this time the THA deputy marine manager who was in a small boat close by tried to                   

make contact with Hamburg over the VHF but did not get any reply. At 1354, seven minutes                 

later the THA deputy tried once more to make contact with Hamburg, this time Hamburg did                

respond to the call. The THA deputy then asked if Hamburg attempted to sail further into the                 

bay. Hamburg´s OOW replied that they did not. The THA deputy then advised Hamburg              

about sheltered waters they would encounter if they did so. Hamburg never replied to the               

message (MAIB 2016, p.13). Shortly after the brief conversation with the deputy the ship´s              

anchor started to drag in the entrance of the bay and the master decided to set sail out of the                    

bay. After this, the master tried to get in contact with the DPA and the ship fleet manager but                   

none of them were reachable. The master then decided to contact the bareboat charter´s              

technical consultant. An agreement was made that the ship should proceed to Belfast for an               

underwater inspection. Hamburg failed to report the grounding to THA, MAIB, and the UK              

coastguard. At 1820, almost five hours after the grounding took place the Dublin Maritime              

Rescue Coordination Centre (MRCC) got alerted by a crew member´s mother that raised her              

concern after the contact with her son was lost after the grounding incident. The mother had                

been informed about the accident from the crewmember and when the contact was lost she               

choose to alert MRCC (MAIB 2016, p.14). The MAIB investigators found that the             

information flow within the bridge team was low, the investigators established this fact when              

they investigated the ship´s VDR. One example of that was when the OOW made agreements               

with two other vessels on arrival without discussing any options with the master or anyone               

else in the bridge team. Furthermore, the investigators found that the VHF communication, in              

this case, was confusing. (MAIB 2016, p.35). Another miss in the communication in the              

bridge team was when the safety officer was relieved by the second officer. The safety officer                

informed the second officer that the captain had the conn, but the captain never took the conn                 

during their watch, it was only assumed by the safety officer that the captain had the conn                 
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(MAIB 2016, p.36). Lastly, it was the first time the ship sailed to Tobermory, but even so, no                  

pre-arrival briefing was being held (MAIB 2016, p.36). 

II - The ro-ro ferry Commodore Clipper  

The master onboard Commodore Clipper also failed to brief his team before the arrival even               

though the ship´s SMS states that a briefing should be held before an arrival. One purpose of a                  

briefing is to create a shared mental model so that actions that are not part of that can be                   

challenged by any of the bridge team members. The chief officers and OOW´s ability to               

challenge the master’s action became strictly limited because of this.  (MAIB 2015, p.45). 

II - The ro-ro passenger ferry Hebrides 

Nothing in this case indicates whether or not a briefing were held before the arrival. The                

investigators point out other factors to the incident regarding communication. The report            

found that the actions made to regain control over the CPP by the bridge team and the ECR                  

team were un-coordinated (MAIB 2017, p.26). There are several examples of that: Firstly, the              

ECR team had set the CPP in local control and the pitch to zero degrees but the master was                   

not aware of it. Another example was when the master tried to de-clutch the port engine, it                 

failed because the control had been transferred to ECR. The investigators point out poor              

communication as one factor for these mistakes (MAIB 2017, p.27). 

II - The RoPax ferry Stena Alegra 

Onboard Stena Alegra the master failed to make his intentions clear to the bridge team and                

ECR team. The investigation shows that discrepancies in the communication regarding the            

readiness of clutching in main engine number three when the ship was at anchor. The master´s                

written instruction for the bridge team stated that main engine number three must be ready to                

be clutched in immediately when requested. However, the master's verbal instruction to the             

ECR team was to let the main engines stay on five minutes notice. The investigators point this                 

out as one possible factor for the grounding of Stena Alegra. It is, however, unclear if the                 
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effect of the written instruction could have prevented the ship from running aground (MAIB              

2014, p.12). 

II - The ferry Stena Feronia  

It is not only the communication within the bridge team that matters, to communicate with               

other ships can be equally important. The MAIB investigation found that Feronia´s bridge             

team were aware that a close quarter situation was developing with Union Moon. However,              

the bridge team assumed that Union Moon would alter her course after the fairway buoy. The                

assumption was not correct, and there is a possibility that the bridge team could have spotted                

that if they had called Union Moon to confirm her intentions (MAIB 2012, p.32). No actions                

were taken to communicate with Union Moon, even when it became clear to the bridge team                

that their assumption was wrong. The MAIB investigation points out that a minimum of five               

rapid blasts on the ship's whistle in order to warn Union Moon would have been an                

appropriate action at that time (MAIB 2012, p.33). Furthermore, the third officer was unsure              

of the PEC holder’s role in the bridge team which made him unsure of his responsibilities.                

The third officer had in fact authority to take the con from the PEC holder, but no one briefed                   

the bridge team regarding the role the PEC holder had in the bridge team. However, there is                 

no evidence showing that the third officer felt a need to take the con of the vessel until it was                    

too late (MAIB 2012, p.34). Another miss in the communication happened after the collision              

when Stena Feronia did not try to call Union Moon over the VHF system before leaving the                 

accident scene (MAIB 2012, p.36) 

 III - Challenge & Response  

 III - The passenger vessel Hamburg 

The investigation shows several opportunities for bridge team members to challenge actions            

prior to the grounding. To begin with, the passage plan was not amended when the master                

decided to deviate from the ship´s planned track in order to drift in the northern part of the                  

Sound of Mull. No one in the bridge team challenged the master’s decision to deviate from                

the passage plan without making a new one first (MAIB 2016, p.6). Furthermore, the master’s               
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decision was not in accordance with the ship´s SMS which should also have triggered a               

challenge (MAIB 2016, p.6). But it was not only the master´s actions that gave opportunities               

for a challenge, when the cadet and the second officer plotted the ship's position the cadet                

noticed that the two fixes did not match. However, the cadet did not challenge the second                

officer nor did he think out loud so that the second officer could challenge his position fix                 

(MAIB 2016, p.20, 21). There was also room for challenges after the grounding, one example               

of this was when the master decided to drop five shackles of anchor chain in 61 m of water                   

which was not adequate to maintain the position (MAIB 2016, p.13). All in all the MAIB                

investigators found that there were five occasions were the practice of Challenge and             

Response could have been used in order to help prevent the grounding (MAIB 2016, p.36). 

 III - The ro-ro passenger vessel Scottish Viking 

The main challenge in this case should have been aimed at the second officer when he altered                 

course without taking all relevant traffic into account. At 1939 hours the second officer              

altered course. The reason for this was to get a better CPA to a target on port bow, 6.52 Nm                    

away from Scottish Viking. Scottish Viking also had three fishing vessels on her starboard bow               

visibly on the radar. The decision to alter course was made without taking the three fishing                

vessels into consideration (MAIB 2011, p.5).  

III - The ro-ro ferry Commodore Clipper 

Several occasions in this case gave opportunities for a challenge. The first opportunity was               

before the ship casted off due to the fact that the passage plan was not properly done. The next                   

one was before arrival when no pre-arrival briefing was made (MAIB 2015, p.45). Lastly, the               

sound and vibration caused by the grounding, should have, but did not trigger anyone to               

challenge the master in his firm opinion that the ship could not have run aground (MAIB                

2015, p.47).  

III - The ro-ro passenger ferry Hebrides 

To give a challenge or respond to one effectively demands that one has good situational               

awareness, this was not the case onboard Commodore Clipper neither was it onboard             
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Hebrides (MAIB 2017, p.28). There are at least three actions made by the master that could                

have been challenged by any member of the bridge team. Firstly, when the master put the                

starboard CPP on 100% astern when it became clear to him that the port CPP was locked at                  

50% ahead, this made the ship swing which did not have a desired effect. The master                

attempted to stop the swing by the use of the ship's bow thruster, this was unsuccessful due to                  

the ship´s high speed. Lastly, the master´s focus was to compensate for the locked port CPP                

rather than eliminating the problem by shutting off the engine or de-clutching (MAIB 2017,              

p.26). 

III - The RoPax ferry Stena Alegra 

In this case the investigation found that the crew was limited in their ability to challenge the                 

events leading to the grounding of the ship. No one in the crew had experience or knowledge                 

in anchoring the ship in strong winds, this limited their ability to challenge the decision to                

anchor (Marine Accident Investigation Branch 2014, p.8). Forecasted winds was 47 knots and             

the ship was rather close to land. Furthermore, the contingency plans made by the master did                

not give the bridge team nor the ECR team adequate time to prevent the ship from running                 

aground, this should trigger a challenge. Lastly, the investigators point out in their report that               

a safer option would have been to steam out at sea and heave to in the lee of the Swedish                    

coast (MAIB 2014, p.8). 

III - The ferry Stena Feronia 

In this last case the master’s ability to challenge anyone in the bridge team was completely                

lost due to the fact that he was not present on the bridge until it was too late. A challenge                    

should have been given to the master when he decided to leave the bridge team during arrival                 

in order to take care of business not related to the safe navigation of the ship (MAIB 2012,                  

p.6). This case also shows that a challenge does not always have to be aimed at another bridge                  

team member, a challenge could also be given to another ship via the VHF radio. One                

example of this was when the bridge team could percept that a close quarter situation was                

arising with Union moon. The bridge team should have requested what intentions Union moon              

had after clearing the fairway buoy and challenged those intentions if they were not in               
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accordance with colregs (MAIB 2012, p.31). The PEC holder´s assumption that Union moon             

would alter her course to (Ejvegård 2009, pp.51,52)starboard after the fairway buoy was not              

correct, when this was not the case no one in the bridge challenged the lack of actions                 

necessary in order to prevent collision. To begin with, as soon as it became clear that the risk                  

of collision was exciting a five short blasts on the ship's whistle should have been given to                 

warn the other ship. Secondly, an alteration of course to starboard should have been done               

earlier to avoid the collision (MAIB 2012, p.33).  
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